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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A note on COVID-19

• COVID-19's impact on natural and organic BPC and German consumer behaviour

• Mintel's perspective

Market context

• Impact of 'lockdown light' on BPC consumers

• Health takes priority

• Consumers look to unwind

• Online shopping increases

The impact of COVID-19 on natural and organic BPC

• COVID-19's impact on natural and organic BPC in Germany

Mintel predicts

• Growing link between personal and planetary health

• Greater support for local businesses

• Go beyond 100% natural

What consumers want and why

• Consumers want: skin kindness first and foremost

• Consumers want: sustainable BPC

• Consumers want: affordable naturals and organics

• Consumers want: prominent signposting

Opportunities

• Upgrade mix 'n' match shoppers

- Graph 1: category buyers who buy a mix of natural and organic and regular products, by category, June 2020

• Offer prestige benefits at mass prices

• Focus on German science and local ingredients

• Go beyond the environment with social causes

• Explain the benefits of biotech

• Quick download resources

MARKET DRIVERS

• A return to lockdown
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• Positive economic growth will resume in 2021

- Graph 2: real GDP growth, 2008-21 (fore)

• The impact of COVID-19 on the German economy

• How a COVID-19 recession will reshape the industry

• Slowing down to savour beauty moments

• German brands are a leading force in safe and effective science

• Climate emergency influences young people's purchasing

• The number of young people is dropping

- Graph 3: population by age, 2014, 2019 and 2024

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour

• Key shifts in consumer behaviour

• 'Lockdown light' has a lower impact on BPC

Types of beauty and personal care products purchased

• Consumers buy a mix of regular and natural and organic products

- Graph 4: type of BPC products typically purchased (net), June 2020

• Young people drive purchase of natural and organic BPC

- Graph 5: type of BPC products typically purchased (nets), by youngest and oldest age groups, June 2020

• Exclusive purchase of natural and organic is low

- Graph 6: type of BPC products typically purchased, by category, June 2020

• Natural and organic are prioritised where kindness to skin is most important

- Graph 7: category buyers who exclusively purchase natural/organic products, June 2020

• Huge scope to increase sales of natural and organic BPC

- Graph 8: category buyers who buy a mix of natural and organic and regular products, June 2020

• Germany's market leaders expand options

Changes in natural and organic beauty and personal care purchasing

• Purchase of natural and organic BPC is up

• Younger people increasingly buy natural and organic options

- Graph 9: consumers who have increased purchase of natural and organic BPC products in the last 12 months, by gender

and age, June 2020

Barriers to purchasing natural and organic BPC products

• Price is a deterrent

- Graph 10: barriers to purchasing natural and organic BPC products, June 2020

• Justify higher price points
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• Private label breaks the expense barrier

• Ethical expectations are high

• Mistrust and misinformation impact perceptions

• Front-of-pack logos make it easier to guide purchase

• Logos can instil trust in luxury brands

• Lack of availability impacts experimentation

Channels used to purchase natural and organic beauty and personal care products

• Consumers want the in-store experience

- Graph 11: channels used to purchase natural and organic BPC products, June 2020

• Convenience drives choice of outlet

- Graph 12: outlets used to purchase natural and organic BPC products, June 2020

• Online buying will increase in 2021

• Added services attract shoppers to specialist stores

• Men value convenience, women prefer expertise

Beauty and personal care ingredient concerns

• Health is the top concern

- Graph 13: ingredient concerns when purchasing BPC products, June 2020

• Focus on skin health

• Highlight broader environmental credentials

• Tap into growing concern for the oceans

Interest in different types of beauty and personal care ingredients

• Consumers reject synthetic ingredients

• Use technology to give nature a helping hand

• Ingredient transparency and consumer education is necessary

• Explain the benefits of nature-identical ingredients

• Increase appeal to older adults with local ingredients

• Upcycling food waste will intrigue younger shoppers

Attitudes towards natural and organic beauty and personal care products

• Trust and transparency are crucial

- Graph 14: attitudes towards ingredients and manufacture of natural and organic BPC products (net), June 2020

• Women want more proof

- Graph 15: agreement with attitudes towards ingredients and manufacture of natural and organic BPC products (net), by

gender, June 2020

• Take consumers on the production journey

• Prestige brands go beyond natural and organic

• Quality of natural and organic brands isn't in doubt
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- Graph 16: attitudes towards other attributes of natural and organic BPC products (net), June 2020

• Hardest to engage middle-aged consumers with natural and organic BPC

- Graph 17: agreement with attitudes towards other attributes of natural and organic BPC products (net), June 2020

• Offer a naturalness ranking

• Help consumers to help others

• Appeal to the socially conscious shopper

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION

• Brands come closer to all-natural claims

- Graph 18: BPC product launches with select natural claims, Jan 2016-Oct 2020

• Manufacturers aim for the all-natural target

• 100% natural options become more accessible

• Natural and organic BPC is mainstream

- Graph 19: natural and/organic* BPC product launches, by top 10 companies, Jan 2016-Oct 2020

• Natural and organic sector stands out on ethical claims

- Graph 20: BPC product launches by select ethical claims, 'regular' products vs all-natural and/or organic products,

2019

• Vegan beauty increases market presence

• Local production has opportunities

Launch activity by category

• Colour cosmetics increases share of NPD

- Graph 21: natural and/or organic BPC product launches, by category, 2016 vs 2019

• Natural makeup will appeal by being luxurious

• Plant-based science takes hold of facial skincare

• Soap and bath products driven by skin kindness

• Added benefits can drive interest in haircare

• At-home hair colouring appeals when salons are closed

• Performance concerns could be a barrier in deodorants

• Deodorant brand leaders prioritise natural ingredients

• Opportunity in natural fragrances 'good for you and the planet'

• Private label fragrances will benefit from increasing price consciousness

• Create accessible wellness occasions for men

APPENDIX

A note on COVID-19

• COVID-19's impact on German consumer behavior
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Appendix – products covered, abbreviations and consumer research methodology

• Products covered in this Report

• Abbreviations

• Consumer research methodology
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About Mintel Reports: Germany

Access our reports now and get the most
accurate, credible and powerful data, insights
and analysis. Mintel Reports Germany gives you
everything you need to know about what German
consumers want and why.

In each report, we're analysing the market, new
product innovations and the competitive
landscape, as well as consumer behaviours
across Germany. Our local analysts, supported by
our team of global experts then translate it into
what it means for you.

What makes us unique?

A 360-degree view of German
markets

Experienced analysts based in
Germany

Expert-led support from global
category experts

How Mintel Reports Germany will help your business grow:

Identify future
opportunities by
understanding what
German consumers want
and why

Make better decisions
faster by keeping
informed on what's
happening across your
market

See the trends and innovations
impacting Germany both on a
local and global level
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a German licensed
market survey agent (See Research Methodology
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.
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